Anatomy of Consciousness:
Reloaded
!

Anatomy of Consciousness
What is Truth?

“The ground beneath my feet is nothing more
than my point of view.” - Dave Matthews

Anatomy of Consciousness
“We should never wait for science to
give us permission to do the
uncommon; if we
extdo, then we are
turning science into another
religion.”
― Joe Dispenza, Breaking The Habit of Being
Yourself: How to Lose Your Mind and Create a New
One
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Memes - Memetics
A unit of cultural information,
such as a cultural practice or
idea, that is transmitted
verbally or by repeated action
from one mind to another.
Religion, political messages,
marketing in general to make
things that are not essential,
essential ..etc.
xt
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Anatomy of Consciousness

Do not try to bend the spoon — that's impossible. Instead, only
try to realize the truth: there is no spoon; Then you'll see,
that it is not the spoon that bends, it is only yourself. ...

Anatomy of Consciousness
! Take Aways/Outcomes:
! Develop capacity to expect the miracle

ext

! Have the best days ever

! Live in such a way that if someone asks you how you
are doing, you say:
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Anatomy of Consciousness
!

“Things are Getting Better and
Better at an Alarming Rate.”

!

Acknowledge the Serendipities
and Synchronicities
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The Conscious Matrix
Vision Boarding

Text
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Gebo
Gebo - The Rune of Gifts;
giving and receiving,
exchange - for every gift a
curse
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The Conscious Matrix
Vladimir Poponin/Peter Gariaev Russian Academy of Science:
The DNA Phantom Effect - Human
DNA orders photons in a vacuum
tube.

The Conscious Matrix
Other notes on our DNA:
“2% of our DNA runs all physical functions
of the body – we are 2% physical. 98% of
our DNA does things we don’t have a clue
about. Scientists refer to the latter as Junk
DNA
Johan Boswinkel, founder of The Institute of
Applied Biophoton Sciences based in
Drammen, Norway

About Biphotonics - “Although
this has been discovered in the
1970’s this fact is not taught at
the medical schools because if
they taught this, they could stop
teaching anything else.”

About our “Junk” DNA
DNA is not only responsible for
the construction of our body
but also serves as data storage
and in communication
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About our “Junk” DNA
DNA is not only responsible for the
construction of our body but also
serves as data storage and in
communication
The Russian linguists found that the
genetic code, especially in the
apparently useless 90%, follows the
same rules as all our human
languages.
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About our “Junk” DNA
DNA is not only responsible for the
construction of our body but also
serves as data storage and in
communication
The Russian linguists found that the
genetic code, especially in the
apparently useless 90%, follows the
same rules as all our human languages.
They found that the alkalines of our
DNA follow a regular grammar and do
have set rules just like our languages.
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The Conscious Matrix
“There is no place where one’s body actually ends and no place where it
begins.” - Dr. Jeffery Thompson, 1993 Advances Journal

! US Army -1990 through an experiment designed by Cleve
Baxter studied effect of our feelings on our DNA once
they’re taken from our body - and if so, at what distances.

The Conscious Matrix
“There is no place where one’s body actually ends and no place where it
begins.” - Dr. Jeffery Thompson, 1993 Advances Journal

! US Army -1990 through an experiment designed by Cleve
Baxter studied effect of our feelings on our DNA once
they’re taken from our body - and if so, at what distances.
! Two people interact and form a bond and the brains are
inter-connected, coupled by the energy between them.

Teleportation of Electrons
! Through Entangled Protons
! Enigmatic though well understood
! China 97 Km - according to MIT Technology Review
! US Air Force recently conducted experiments.
! Matter consisting up to a billion or so atoms
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Teleportation of Electrons
! Known for Chimay Trappist Ale and
Waffles Belgium now holds the record
for distance in teleportation, 143 km
between Canary Islands and Tenerife
! University of Waterloo
! Distance between ground and orbiting
satellites
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Morphic Field
Rupert Sheldrake
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The Conscious Matrix

! The Maharishi Effect - 1972
! International Peace Project in the
Middle East - 1980’s
! The Intention Experiment
! Energetic Coherence

The Conscious Matrix
! Experiment Number Three:
Heart Math’s Glen Rein, Rollin McCraty
With the discovery of an electromagnetic torus field around
the human body emanating from the heart and extending
extending beyond the body, scientists at The Heart Math
Institute conducted experiments in 1992-1995 showing that
coherent emotions and or our emotional state changes the
shape of our DNA and operate through an invisible field.
Fear causes it to contract and love causes it to expand.

The Conscious Matrix
! Fear has a slow wavelength and activates very

few of our DNA ‘antennas’ which connect us with
the Cosmos.

! Love is a short, fast wavelength which activates
many more antennas andreconnects us with all
that is.

The Conscious Matrix
What this new inner technology explains:
! Why our good wishes, thoughts and prayers are already at their
destination
! That we aren’t limited by our bodies or the previous laws of
physics

The Conscious Matrix
We’re creators-even more than that, we’re connected creators.
- Gregg Braden

In Summary:
! We’re more than mere observers in this world.
! That we consciously create our experiences through our intentions
and more importantly through our emotions - our heart.
! Our heart then is the technology of future. All we need to do is
learn how to activate it consciously; to have our “transcendent
insights,” when we want them rather than randomly.

The Conscious Matrix
! What does this say about
the impact of our sheer
presence, whether we’re
with another or alone?
! Compassion for Others?
! Buddha’s Metta?

The Conscious Matrix
The Heart has a Brain:
! Dr. Andrew Armour state –”the heart
has an intrinsic complex nervous
system that is sufficiently
sophisticated to qualify as a little
brain…”

The Conscious Matrix
The Heart has a Brain:
! Dr. Andrew Armour state –”the
heart has an intrinsic complex
nervous system that is
sufficiently sophisticated to
qualify as a little brain…”
! Its brain consists off 40,000
neurons detect circulating
hormones, neurochemicals and
sense heart rate and pressure
information

The Conscious Matrix
The Power of the Heart:
! The most powerful generator of electromagnetic energy in the human body

The Conscious Matrix
The Power of the Heart:
!

The most powerful generator of electro- magnetic
energy in the human body

!

Electrical field is about 60 times greater in
amplitude than that generated by the brain as
detected by electrocardiogram (ECG),
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The Power of the Heart:
!

The most powerful generator of electromagnetic energy in the human body

!

Electrical field is about 60 times greater in
amplitude than that generated by the brain
as detected by electrocardiogram (ECG),

!

EMF 5,000 times greater in strength than
that generated by the brain, and can be
detected a number of feet away from the
body, in all directions, using SQUID

The Conscious Matrix
The Hearts Electromagnetic Field

The Mer Ka Ba*

The Conscious Matrix
The Golden Mean - Phi Ratio

Phi in Nature

The Conscious Matrix
The Flower of Life: Symbolism for the geometry of the “void of creation.”
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The Flower of Life: Symbolism for the geometry of the “void of creation.”

Temple Wall

Temple in Amistar, India

Temple of Osiris at Abydos, Egypt.

DaVinci Drawings

Temple in Turkeyl

Temple in Beijing

The Conscious Matrix
The Flower of Life: Symbolism for the geometry of the “void of creation.”

Copyright by World-Mysteries.com

If you overlay a map (after getting the correct scale) with the
complete flower of life, all sacred sites, standing stones etc, will
sit at the centre of six points. ©2007 Andrew Monkman
All Rights Reserved.

This image (to scale) shows dance of Venus and Earth - each
of the fine lines connects both planets over time required to
complete 8 orbits by Earth (and 13 orbits by Venus). Orbit of
Earth is cropped out.

The Conscious Matrix
The Heart: Master Communicator:
The heart communicates with the
brain and body in four ways:
! Neurological communication
(nervous system)
! Biophysical communication (pulse
wave)
! Biochemical communication
(hormones)
! Energetic communication
(electromagnetic )

The Conscious Matrix
Whose in Charge?
! More afferent pathways from the heart
to the brain than the brain to the heart
! Heart Coherency improves cognitive
performance
! Cardiac Coherence improves HeartBrain Sync
! Heart Coherency affects Brain
Coherency of another

The Conscious Matrix
The 9-11 Phenomenon
! GOES (Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellites), 22.3K above
the equator, which monitor the earth’s
electromagnetic field every 30 min.
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The 9-11 Phenomenon
GOES (Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellites), 22.3K above
the equator, which monitor the earth’s
electromagnetic field every 30 min.
! The satellite picked up a dramatic spike in
the earth’s EMF shortly after 9am on
Sept. 11, 2001 and shortly before the
second tower was hit.

The Conscious Matrix
The 9-11 Phenomenon
! Princeton University and the Heart Math
Institute concluded this was no
coincidence and discovered similar
readings when Princes Di passed away*
! They concluded that global heart based
emotions influence our global
electromagnetic field - The Noosphere
(field of human thought)

The Conscious Matrix
The Brain is No Slacker….
! In 1960 Robert Beck DSc. Noticed that the
oscillation charts of the earths EMF
(Schumann Resonance) looked a lot like EEG
readouts of human brains.
! He performed experiments on Amazonian
Shaman, Hawaiin Kahunas, Christian Faith
healers, Indian Yogis, and Buddhist Lamas
while they performed healings.
! His findings….

The Conscious Matrix
! The dominant brain wave frequencies of
them all despite their beliefs, healing
protocols, etc. came close to 7.8
*Schumann resonance” and at times ran
phase synchronized to the earth’s field
creating harmonic resonance.
! After the healings their brain waves
returned to normal/typical activity
! Dawson Church exclaims” They all appear
to be tapping into a universal frequency of
healing….regardless of belief structure.”

The Conscious Matrix

Magnetic spectral power from GCI magnetometer in Saudi
Arabia, from Jan. 25 to Feb 28, 2011.

The Conscious Matrix
Comparison of Solar Cycle 22, 23 and 24 to F 10.7 index

Solar flux units plotted against years of 1985 to 2011.

The Conscious Matrix
Comparison of Solar Cycle 22, 23 and 24 to F 10.7 index

Evidence of Collective Intuition: RNG Data from GCP Sites Around the World
per 9/11/01 Terrorist Attacks.

The Conscious Matrix

The Conscious Matrix
Father Sky Mother Earth

The Conscious Matrix
Which sees first, the heart or the brain?

The Conscious Matrix
1/2 Second Delay - Benjamin Libet PhD

“Our conscious projects itself backward in time to believe that it became
conscious of a stimulus about a 1/2 second before it actually did so.”

The Conscious Matrix
! Quick Recap:
! There is a field which connects all of life*
! Our heart dictates what our DNA is up to
! Our DNA orders the building blocks of matter
! Non temporal, non local universe
! Our heart works in tandom with our brain to
govern biological function
! Both sync us up with the planet which has
and EMF field of “healing” energy
! Both perceive the future before we’re
consciously aware of it.

The Conscious Matrix

The Conscious Matrix
The Human Genome Project notes by Bruce Lipton
Based on genetic determinism - genes control
their own expression - scientists estimated
150,000 to operate a human.
The HGP discovered that humans have about
22,000 - the same number as some of the smallest
animals on the planet. What accounts for the
missing 125,000 genes?
Epigenetic is showing how the mind is the master
of the genetic code. In particular, our perception.
ie. Caterpillar to butterfly.

The Conscious Matrix
Impact of Maladaptive Perceptions
notes by Bruce Lipton/Dawson Church

There is approximately a 5% genetic
predisposition rate - That means 95% of us make
it here in tact!
Yet we still develop diseases. Fight or Flight
This again implies that our genes are selected and
rewritten by our belief systems.

The Conscious Matrix
Internal/External Environments Responsible for Genetic
Activation Bruce Lipton
Internal: emotional, biochemical, mental, energetic, and spiritual
Outer: social network,ecological systems; Food, toxins, social rituals,
predators and sexual cues
Researchers - estimate that “approximately 90% of all genes are
engaged in cooperation with signals from the environment.’

The Conscious Matrix
The Communication Pathway:
notes by Bruce Lipton/Dawson Church

Environmental signal to Regulatory Protein to DNA to RNA to Protein which
un-sheaths the DNA (as the signal changes the protein shape it pulls away
from the DNA)
The cell membrane is the “brain of the cell”and the nucleus is actually the
gonad - used for reproduction.
“Each cell has a brain and can read the environment. But defers to the
community of cells and thus comes under the influence of the “brain brain”,
which interprets the outside environment - but what about our perception - its
what is between the environment and cells and the may not be correct” BL
Your beliefs about your environment adjust your physiology.

The Conscious Matrix
The Signals
notes by Bruce Lipton/Dawson Church

Predominately molecules
1920 - Quantum mechanics introduce energy fields
Proteins respond to energy fields not just molecules
Molecules have energy fields
Researcher have been able to induce leukemia using an EMF causing them to
divide out of schedule; Neuradreniline can be released by EMF

The Conscious Matrix
Dr. Jacque Beneviste
notes from Genie in your Genes, Dawson Church

Increased secretion of histamine increases heart rate.
Benevisted exposed a beating heart to the electrical frequency of the
histamine molecule and spead up the heart’s rate of contraction
He repeated the same with EMF of atropine (which increases heart rate)
and also increased blood flow to the coronary arteries.
How did Beneviste silenced his critics?

The Conscious Matrix
The Three Celluar Behaviors- Bruce Lipton
! Towards or Away from a Signal or neutral because its not
relevant
! Cells are digital and can move in only one direction at a time
! Despite thousands of genes there are only two categories that
can be activated - Growth or Protection

The Conscious Matrix
Growth Systems: parasympathetic
Heart, Lungs Pancreas, viscera (metabolic functions)
Protection Systems: sympathetic
Connective tissue, muscles bones
The master switch is the Adrenal System
In growth the visceral system commands and overrides the somatic system
In flight or protection the somatic system command the viscera
Bound together by autonomic nervous system - sympathetic parasympathetic

Fear walls this off.* and Stress drives gene expression
Love is the maximum nourishment for growth

The Conscious Matrix
Our thoughts are at the very heart of our
uniqueness, our human-ness
! We write our genetic code thought by thought
! Our perceptions and thoughts unsheath our
DNA Helix to express our individuality
moment by moment.
! We have choice in our genetic expression
through our perception

The Conscious Matrix
Magneto Encephalograph reads action of brain
without touching it… has a SQUID
As we do neurological processing our thoughts are
not contained in our head “ Like molecules we’re emitting and receiving
energy. Your thoughts are the energy you put
out..we broadcast our thoughts through EMF.”
-Bruce Lipton

The Conscious Matrix
Self Receptors - “This is the Radio Protein”
Each cell has a receptor protein or protein
antenna that receives identity
In his tissue transplant studies Bruce Lipton
discovered that with that protein removed he
could put his cells in anyone, or any thing,
chicken, mouse, and they’d be accepted.
With the protein on, it was most often rejected.

The Conscious Matrix
What are Biophotons? Are they our connection
with the cosmos?
"

Highly ordered (coherent) biological laser light capable of
creating order and transmitting information

"

Incoherent light simply transmits energy/heat.

"

Catalyze cellular function and communication between cells
via a biophoton field.

! According to current developments in research, the biophoton
wave is emitted from the chromatin of the cell nucleus and
there appears to be a holographic quality to this dynamic.
! Calculations show that the helix form of the DNA molecule
exhibits the ideal geometric form of a /hollow resonator/, which
allows it to store light very effectively.

"The high degree of coherence of biophotons
elucidates the universal phenomenon of
biological systems — coherence of biophotons is
responsible for the information transfer within
and between cells.
This answers the crucial question of intra and
extracellular biocommunication, including the
regulation of metabolic activities of cells, growth,
differentiation and evolutionary development."
!— F.A. Popp, 1999

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances

Man’s chief delusion is his conviction that there are causes other than his own state of
consciousness - Neville

AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN FIVE SHORT
CHAPTERS by Portia Nelson
Chapter 1
I walk down the street. There is a deep hole
in the sidewalk
I fall in. I am lost ... I am helpless. It isn't my
fault.
It takes me forever to find a way out.
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Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances

Man’s chief delusion is his conviction that there are causes other than his own state of
consciousness - Neville

AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN FIVE SHORT CHAPTERS by Portia Nelson
Chapter 1
I walk down the street. There is a deep hole in the sidewalk
I fall in. I am lost ... I am helpless. It isn't my fault.
It takes me forever to find a way out.
Chapter 2
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk. I pretend I don't see it. I fall in again.
I can't believe I am in the same place but, it isn't my fault.
It still takes a long time to get out.
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Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances
AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN FIVE SHORT CHAPTERS by Portia Nelson
Chapter 1
I walk down the street. There is a deep hole in the sidewalk
I fall in. I am lost ... I am helpless. It isn't my fault.
It takes me forever to find a way out.
Chapter 2
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk. I pretend I don't see it. I fall in
again.
I can't believe I am in the same place but, it isn't my fault.
It still takes a long time to get out.
Chapter 3
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk. I see it is there.
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Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances
Man’s chief delusion is his conviction that there are causes other than his own state of
consciousness - Neville
Chapter 1
I walk down the street. There is a deep hole in the sidewalk
I fall in. I am lost ... I am helpless. It isn't my fault.
It takes me forever to find a way out.
Chapter 2
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk. I pretend I don't see it. I fall in again.
I can't believe I am in the same place but, it isn't my fault.
It still takes a long time to get out.
Chapter 3
I walk down the same street.
There is a deep hole in the sidewalk. I see it is there.
I still fall in ... it's a habit. my eyes are open I know where I am.
It is my fault. I get out immediately.a
Chapter 4
I walk down the same street. There is a deep hole in the sidewalk. I walk around it.
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Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances

Man’s chief delusion is his conviction that there are causes other than his own state of
consciousness - Neville

AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN FIVE SHORT CHAPTERS
by Portia Nelson
Chapter 5
I walk down another street.

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances Cont’d.
From Aadil Palkhivala’s Living the Yamas and Niyamas

Yama - means “bridle or “rein.” “Think of self restraint observed willingly and
joyfully to focus your efforts;
The necessary self-discipline that allows us to head toward the fulfillment of
our dharma, or life purpose.” A. Palkhivala

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances Cont’d.
# The Five Yamas:
kindness
truthfulness
abundance
continence
self-reliance
All are oriented toward our public
behavior and allow us to coexist
harmoniously with others.
# Similar to Sila - Buddhism’s 5 precepts

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observences Cont’d
What Does this look like in practice on the mat?
#

Ahimsa - maintaing compassion to self and
others. Treating with care, non-violence –
pushing, forcing, judging, awareness does not
house violence or forcing – feelings.

# Work within own level without apology, look at all of
one’s self/poses not just flattering parts, do not
sacrifice ahimsa or satya in asana

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances Cont’d
What Does this look like in practice on the mat?

#

Satya - Lying - practicing beyond one’s
capability and “posing” to be seen as “good,”;
for the wrong reasons. “

#

Assess yourself honestly, without need for
apology. See entire pose not just the “good” a
pose is too expensive if it is bought by selling
ahimsa and satya. A. Palkhivala’

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances Cont’d
What Does this look like in practice on the mat?

#

Asteya - not stealing – poverty
consciousness – taking because of
believe that we cannot create what we
need. – lacking abundance – also rooting
out belief of lack or scarcity
consciousness.

# Not practicing fully thinking there will not be
enough energy for the next pose…

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances Cont’d
#

Bramacharya - No Sexual Misconduct – use this energy to
express our inner selves – the joy and contentment/ use
our energy wisely – sexual depletion fastest way to deplete
life force – through fleeting pleasures –
In practice use appropriate muscles for the work – not small
for large jobs – keep mind in postures not thoughts, hold
bandhas to conserve life force and move pelvic energy up to
the heart – for a complete yoga practice

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances Cont’d
#

Aparigraha - Greed rooted in jealosy – wanting what others
have..we must discover ourselves. – keep yoga on your own
mat – do not compare or judge your practice with others
practicing - “Keep your yoga on your own mat”

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observances Cont’d

#

Conclusion:

# Living and teaching these yamas - Kindness, truthfulness, abundance,
continence, and self-reliance, puts us on the fulfilling path of an allencompassing yoga, an approach to the inner quest that makes us whole.

A. Palkhivala

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observences
Niyamas :
! Saucha (Cleanliness)
Saucha ensures and protects the sanctity of the energy around us.
! keeping different energies distinct. being orderly, no strong body odor,
etc.

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observences
Niyamas :

! Samtoasha – (Contentment with what is)
! Grimacing – faces in yoga – overexerting -, being
content with what they have attained. Accepting we
may not yet be ready for what we are attempting to do.
! Understanding that if we can't get into the deepest
version of a pose, it doesn't mean that the poses
is"bad." Instead, we are simply as good as we can be
today, and tomorrow holds another lesson

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observences Cont’d
! Tapas (Heat, Perseverance)
When a student is not working hard enough, it's time to encourage the
practice of tapas. Wise effort can be discerned as the difference
between someone who simply fantasizes and someone who is on the
path toward their dreams.
! Effort is required to make anything bear fruit in the physical world, and
yet we have to balance tapas with samtosha-effort with contentment. If
we try to force things, we will end up doing harm.
! Svadhyaya (Study of One's Self)
Sva means "self" and adhyaya means "education of." Svadhyaya is, in
essence, the study of one's self. This is largely accomplished through
careful self-observation.

The Yamas and Niyamas
Yoga’s Ethical and Spiritual Observences Cont’d

! Ishvara pranidhana (Surrender to God)
! Most students are very concerned with "getting there." They want results.
They want to achieve.
! It is not the results that matter, because the results lie in the hands of the
Divine; it is our intention and effort that count.

Our Presence

Would it be alright if I went to the table and did nothing?’

The Conscious Matrix
eartH

Heart

The Conscious Matrix
! We are alchemists. Through perceptions we create the world
we all live in. It’s fully participatory.

Heart

! We up load our feelings to the field for all to experience
through a field of energy that connects all of life
!

All ships rise (or fall) with our tide

! Our authenticity, truth, compassion and peace are our gifts to
the universe
! Through emotion our heart dictates what our DNA is up to
! Our DNA orders the building blocks of matter
! It’s a non temporal, non local universe
! Our heart works in tandem with our brain to govern biological
function and synchronize with our earth
! Both sync us up with the planet which has and EMF field of
“healing energy
! Life operates as an entangled whole, not separate parts*

eartH

The Conscious Matrix
Thank You
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